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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2119-Following the tracks left by Maximus when he left, 
David soon walked out of the Endless Forest and reached the outskirts of Crow City. 

He met no one else along the way. 

Normally, if one was close to the edge of the Endless Forest, there would definitely be 
many adventurers. 

Today, however, was special. 

Everyone was attracted by Maximus and the Silver Flood Dragon, so they returned to 
Crow City. 

The Silver Flood Dragon was an overlord-level beast in the Endless Forest. 

So who would not want to see its true form? 

This was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 

David looked at the words ‘Crow City* on the city wall and learned the name of the city. 

The gates of the city were unguarded. 

It was not even a gate, but more of a big passage. 

After stepping into Crow City, David found that it was not as lively as he had imagined. 

The buildings in the city were a bit retro, not the kind of high-rise buildings made of 
reinforced concrete. 

David felt this when he was outside the city. 

The streets were quite clean and tidy. 

There were not a lot of people, and there were no small vendors on the side of the 
street either. 

After walking for a while, David noticed that there were a lot of voices ahead. 

It seemed that the people of Crow City had gathered somewhere. 

A middle-aged man walked toward David, so he stopped the man and asked politely, 
“Sir, may I know what’s happening in front?” 



”My friend, did you just come back from the Endless Forest?” The middle- aged man 
asked. 

“Um… Yeah! I just got here and have no idea what happened. Please tell me.” 

David had no idea what the Endless Forest was. 

He thought in his heart it should be the old-growth forest that he had just walked out of. 

“No wonder! My friend, you have no idea. Something big happened in Crow City. 
Someone killed the overlord-level beast the Silver Flood Dragon in the Endless Forest. 
Now, he has brought the corpse back to Crow City. 

Everyone wants to witness the real face of the Silver Flood Dragon. It’s a super beast 
worth tens of billions of L Dollars on the reward list, and now several families are 
competing to buy it.” 

‘The Silver Flood Dragon?’ 

The little snake he punched to death when he first came to The Spirit Cage came to 
David’s mind. 

Its corpse happened to be brought back to Crow City. ‘Could that be the Silver Flood 
Dragon? 

‘Is an overlord-level beast so weak?’ 

Puzzled, David planned to have a look. 

‘Thank you. Sir. I got it now,” David thanked. 

“You’re welcome, my friend. If you want to go see it, hurry up. The body of the Silver 
Flood Dragon is in the plaza in front of you. It’s tens of meters long and it’s so scary. 
Once one of the families buys the Silver Flood Dragon, it will be taken away 
immediately. Then, you won’t be able to see it even if you want to.” The middle-aged 
man turned and pointed forward. 

“Okay! Thank you, Sir!” 

David continued walking in the direction of Crow City Plaza. 

Dozens of meters in length. 

David had already guessed that the little snake he killed was the Silver Flood Dragon. 

‘The Silver Flood Dragon, huh? 



‘I didn’t expect a little snake to have such a mighty and domineering name. 

‘Isn’t this a virtual world created by level 9 civilization Leila? 

‘Why is everyone so ignorant? 

‘They’re so shocked by a little snake.’ 

David had no idea that only the technology and combat power of a level 9 civilization 
were high. 

However, it did not mean that it did not have a lower class, and it did not mean that 
anyone from that civilization could wipe out a lower civilization. 
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